SOCOM338-ti
TITANIUM-SERIES FAST-ATTACH® SOUND SUPPRESSOR
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DESCRIPTION

(Sound data for other rounds and calibers shown below.)

The SOCOM338-Ti is the ultimate combat-ready sniper rifle suppressor,
combining light weight and extreme sound attenuation to increase the
lethality of .338 Lapua sniper rifles.
Only military-grade titanium is used in the SOCOM338-Ti, and SureFire’s nocompromise engineering standards result in a high-performance suppressor
with extremely close tolerances, an absolute requirement for precision
sniper rifle use. The concentricity of its bore even exceeds the specifications
of match-grade ammo to further maintain pinpoint accuracy. But while the
SOCOM338-Ti is a lightweight, precision suppressor, it’s also a veritable tank
in the durability department. Its titanium construction delivers tremendous
strength to match its feathery, 22-ounce weight for maximum durability in
the combat zone.
And it wears the SOCOM name, ensuring that its noise-canceling baffle
design is strictly based on the technically superior SureFire models that won
the most extensive and rigorous suppressor trials in US Special Operations
Command history. The SOCOM338-Ti can be trusted to provide maximum
sound, flash and dust signature reduction, nominal and consistent shift in
point of impact, and greatly reduced backpressure for increased weapon
reliability. And, like all SureFire Fast-Attach® suppressors, the SOCOM338Ti attaches/detaches in seconds with no tools required. It is the finest
combat-ready .338 Lapua sniper rifle suppressor available.
Built for consistent performance and a long service life, every SureFire
suppressor is proudly designed, engineered and manufactured in the USA.
FEATURES
¼ The ultimate .338 Lapua sniper rifle suppressor, the SOCOM338-Ti is
made from the highest quality titanium for combat-ready durability
and minimal impact on weapon-handling characteristics

Shown: SOCOM338-Ti-BK on 338KT SURGEON Rifle
SOCOM338-Ti
BODY COLORS

SPECIFICATIONS

¼ Excellent accuracy resulting from bore concentricity that exceeds
match-grade ammo requirements and back-section tolerances
¼ SureFire’s superior engineering delivers significant sound, flash,
and dust signature reduction

SOUND DATA AVG

.338 cal
132 dB

CONSTRUCTION

Titanium Alloy

COATING

DLC and Cerakote™ Finish

DIAMETER

2.0 in (5.1 cm)

LENGTH

9.9 in (25.1 cm)

ADDED TO WEAPON*

6.9 in (17.5 cm)

WEIGHT

22.0 oz (623 g)

CALIBER

¼ Front plate, baffles, and lock ring machined from titanium for
maximum weight savings

¼ Combat-proven, patented Fast-Attach® design provides tool-less,
rock-solid attachment/detachment in seconds
¼ Innovative mounting adapters feature tapered multiple bearing
surface for tight mating with suppressor back section, ensuring a
precise, consistent fit

* Actual length may vary, depending on which SureFire adapter is used
** At shooter’s ear on Accuracy International 26” barrel using Hornady 250 gr BTHP

PART# / UPC
SOCOM338-Ti-BK

084871324137

SOCOM338-Ti-DE

084871324144

¼ All SureFire SOCOM rifle and carbine suppressors are test fired to
ensure no more than 1 MOA groups compared to that of the baseline
unsuppressed rifle
¼ Sturdy construction; delivers long service life
¼ Proudly designed and manufactured in the USA
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FEATURED ACCESSORIES

KIT CONTENTS

MUZZLE BRAKES
SFMB-338-5/8-24
SFMB-338-3/4-24
SFMB-338-M18x1
SFMB-338-M18x1.5

SUPPRESSOR POUCH & CLEANING BRUSH

PACKAGING SPECS
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Every SureFire SOCOM Series suppressor comes with a FirstSpear™
MOLLE pouch and cleaning brush.

TYPE

4C corrugated box

HEIGHT

3.375 in (8.6 cm)

WIDTH

12 in (30.5 cm)

DEPTH

3.375 in (8.6 cm)

D
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